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Presenting Reff Profiles™

Throughout our history, Knoll has defined and redefined the private office, endeavoring to design and produce furnishings appropriate to contemporary architecture and suited to the changing needs of today’s workplace.

Reff Profiles delivers a progressive architectural presence, with private office efficiency in mind, while continuing a tradition of wood excellence, planning flexibility and breadth of options as well as a commitment to sustainable design.

Extending the Reff portfolio of workplace solutions, Reff Profiles Height-Adjustable Desks and Peninsulas bring a class and architectural design solution to the sit/stand category. Reff Profiles offers a greater degree of scalability, a broader range of aesthetic options and a higher level of personalization to better support today’s workstyles across a broad spectrum of client needs. At home in traditional and progressive private offices alike, clients can now have the flexibility and ergonomic benefits of a height-adjustable desk solution without compromising the aesthetic and executive style of a high-end wood product.
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The Classic Private Office

Reff Profiles refines the traditional storage-based office with workplace settings that are sleek, yet comfortable. Celebrating the juxtaposition of understated, highly crafted veneer worksurfaces and overhead storage components with glass or laminate, Reff Profiles balances functional and aesthetic needs.

The result: distinguished collaborative spaces as well as tried and true office configurations that include height-adjustable peninsulas and desks.

A Small Conference Room

B Administrative Support

C Classic Office – Transitional

D Distinguished Office – Floorstanding

E Private offices may be used as meeting places.

F Perimeter offices have glass fronts to transmit light to the interior workspaces.

G Larger offices combined focused, mentoring and informal work areas.

H Shared offices serve as flexible touchdown space or paralegal support.

I Convenient administrative support and general filing.
New Private Office Typologies

Wood’s natural aesthetic, warmth and aspirational appeal enables it to speak to multiple generations, from baby boomers to Generation Z. In a company’s quest to appeal to multiple generations at work, wood is the one medium that holds aspirational value across the generational spectrum, all the while remaining committed to sustainability and benefiting employee health.

Reff Profiles expands the vocabulary with innovative height-adjustable products that complement existing components and overall, offer a more refined yet flexible setting for the Private Office space.

A  Shared Workstation – Open Plan
B  Café
C  Efficient Office – Transitional
D  Progressive Office – Freestanding + Floorstanding
E  Lower horizon open plan areas increase the visibility of private offices.
F  Café areas provide opportunities for casual collaboration.
G  Perimeter offices have glass fronts to transmit light to the interior workspaces.
H  Casual lounge areas facilitate social activity and impromptu conversations.
Refined wood detailing and accessible storage options create a distinguished private office that delivers convenient access to materials and personal items. A light-scale, freestanding table supports the fluid movement from focused work to group work.

*Shown: Light Cherry techwood with Outline pulls in painted Silver; Overhead storage in Folkstone Grey laminate.*
Distinguished Office
Floorstanding

From visually grounded to visually light, Reff Profiles offers a wide range of components. Here, a floorstanding work wall anchors a robust distinguished office.

*Shown:* Old English Walnut veneer with Bar pulls in Polished Chrome; Task Panel tool rail and trim in Anodized Polished.
Classic Office
Transitional

A freestanding executive height-adjustable desk paired with light, efficient storage elements creates a tailored private office environment.

Shown: Black Oak techwood veneer; Back-painted Black glass with Medium Gray frame; Taskpanel frame with Tool rail in Anodized Satin.
Classic Office
Floorstanding

With a Classic height-adjustable desk, refined wood detailing delivers a clean, classic aesthetic that is designed to withstand the test of time.

*Shown: Medium Teak techwood with integral “J” pulls; Taskpanel frame in Anodized Satin.*
Classic Office
Floorstanding

A slim workwall paired with a classic height-adjustable peninsula, featuring a variety of efficient and accessible storage elements helps transmit more light to interior spaces.

Shown: Maple techwood; Back-painted White glass with Anodized Polished frame; Tool rail in Anodized Polished finish; Cylinder pulls in Polished Chrome.
Classic Office
Transitional

An elegant combination of aesthetic options, including cantilevered open shelves, lower storage with stepped base option and an Executive Height Adjustable Desk.

Shown: Medium Teak techwood veneer, backpainted white glass with Anodized Polished frame, Bright White laminate and Pulls plated in Polished Chrome.
Progressive Office
Freestanding + Floorstanding

Smaller, lighter scale components combine with a Progressive height-adjustable peninsula to deliver a progressive aesthetic at a lower price point.

*Shown:* White Pine premium techwood with Tab pulls in Polished Chrome; Bright White laminate; back-painted Medium Grey glass and frame in Anodized Polished.
Selective use of refined, veneer components add visual interest to an open, cost effective private office using a Progressive height-adjustable peninsula.

Shown: Bright White laminate; Blond Maple Techwood; Back-painted Medium Grey glass with Grommet pulls.
Shared Office
Transitional + Floorstanding

Shared private office environments can be created using a Tone height-adjustable base with Reff Profiles tops, for greater planning efficiency.

Shown: Grigio premium techwood veneer with Cylinder pulls in Medium Grey; height adjustable legs in painted Folkstone Grey; Folkstone Grey laminate with Grommet pulls.

Desk at full-height
Shared Office
Transitional

Shared private office environments foster teamwork and collaboration and allow for greater utilization of real estate.

Shown: Classic Height Adjustable Peninsula and storage in White Pine premium techwood; task panel frame and tool rail in Anodized Satin; Outline pulls in Satin Nickel.
Efficient Office
Floorstanding

Marked by the judicious interplay of Sliding height-adjustable Table, lower storage and task panels, the efficient office is streamlined to the essence of what matters.

Shown: Medium Teak techwood; Folkstone Grey laminate; Task panel frame and tool rail in Anodized Satin; Textured White painted table base.
Efficient Office
Freestanding

An efficient private office featuring only a Progressive Height Adjustable Peninsula and credenza offers a logical, affordable solution for budget sensitive organizations.

Shown: Dove Grey techwood veneer; Medium Grey laminate; Height Adjustable leg in Metallic Silver.
Options

**PENINSULA LEG SURROUND**

Progressive Style

**CABINET PULLS**

- Integral
- Cylinder
- Outline
- Bar
- Tab
- C-Pull
- D-Pull
- S-Pull
- Grommet

Available on sliding glass doors and select cabinets
Scalability

Reff Profiles supports a wide range of planning styles, from classic offices to new private office planning typologies. Components are scaled and detailed to transition from the private office to open plan workspaces.

Freestanding desks, credenzas and cabinets are light in scale and are easy to plan and reconfigure.

Components address a broad range of price points to accommodate a variety of budgets and aesthetic needs.

New height-adjustable enhancements are compatible with previously installed Reff components, ensuring the long-term viability of the furniture investment.

Classic Height-Adjustable Desk

Classic Height-Adjustable Peninsula

Executive Height-Adjustable Desk

Progressive Height-Adjustable Peninsula
Aesthetic Diversity

Reff Profiles offers a broad range of aesthetic options selected to reflect contemporary work styles. With strong horizontal lines and visual lightness, Reff Profiles focuses on the combination of wood and other materials, including glass, aluminum and painted components.

A broad palette of veneer finishes further enhance Reff Profiles’ capabilities in wood. Desks and tops can be supported by a series of legs, column and end panel options.

Six pull options are available in two metallic and all core painted finishes, providing clean lines and simple architectural forms.

Exposed cubbies

Raised feet

Cantilevered shelves

Layered surfaces

Mixed materials

Enclosed Height-Adjustable Legs
Enhanced User Experience

Reff Profiles provides easy access to technology and organizational efficiency.

Modular access ports deliver convenient desktop access to power and data. Power and data cables are managed discretely via grommets, powered grommets, a universal cable curtain, removable modesty panels and open back storage elements.

A pull out printer drawer and CPU storage cubby accommodate essential business equipment while keeping it convenient to the user. High-performance task panels conceal and manage cables and accept tool rails to optimize wall functionality. New overhead cabinets, desktop towers, wall-mounted open shelves and cubbies offer a variety of open and enclosed storage options.
Planning with Reff Profiles™

IDEAS FOR A COMPACT OFFICE

8’x8’ Office
Peninsula with low-credenza storage
+ 60” low credenza with file drawer
+ 72”x30” height-adjustable peninsula
+ Remix task chair

8’x8’ Office
Peninsula with credenza and overhead storage
+ 90” progressive overhead with sliding glass door
+ 90” low credenza with two file drawers
+ 72”x30” peninsula with height-adjustable leg, partial modesty with wire management

8’x10’ Office
Workwall with freestanding table
+ 60” L-shelf overhead
+ 60” open low credenza (2)
+ 60” task panel with tackable fabric inserts and tool rail
+ 60” task panel with tool rail between upper marker board and tackable fabric insert
+ 54”x36” sliding table
+ Generation by Knoll task chair and MultiGeneration by Knoll light task chair

8’x10’ Office
Workwall with dual peninsula worksurfaces
+ 96” wide double-high letter-depth overhead with glass doors and cubbies
+ 30” wide 3/4-height equipment cabinet, 36” wide open-file lateral, 30” wide 3/4-bookcase with 96”x20” credenza top
+ 84”x20” peninsula with simple standoff
+ Legal wide box-box-file pedestal
+ 66”x30” peninsula with open frame leg and power center
+ 48” wide and 42” wide task panels with cable curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts
Planning with Reff Profiles™

IDEAS FOR A COMPACT OFFICE

10’x10’ Office
Table desk with low credenza
+ 60” open low credenza (2)
+ 60” L-shelf overhead (3)
+ Florence Knoll table desk

10’x10’ Office
Workwall with dual peninsula worksurfaces
+ 60” progressive overhead with sliding glass door and open end (2)
+ 60” low credenza with laminate sliding door (2)
+ 30” fabric upholstered cushion
+ 36” desktop cubby
+ 72”x20” and 72”x30” peninsula with open frame legs
+ Partial modesty and wire management (2)
+ 60” task panel and accessory shelf
+ Generation by Knoll and MultiGeneration by Knoll task chairs

10’x10’ Office
C-shaped workstation
+ 72” progressive overhead with sliding glass door and open end
+ 24” wardrobe/file-file cabinet
+ 72”x24” table with open frame legs
+ 72”x30” table, open frame leg, partial modesty and wire management
+ 72” low credenza with sliding door
+ 60” wall mounted cubby

10’x10’ Office
Compact workwall with peninsula desk
+ 60” wide single high letter depth overhead with cubbies
+ 36” wide wardrobe/bookcase combo cabinet
+ 30” wide 3/4-height equipment cabinet and 30” wide box-file lateral with 60”x20” credenza top
+ 72”x30” peninsula with power center grommet
+ Mobile pedestal
+ 60” wide task panel with fabric inserts
IDEAS FOR A STANDARD OFFICE

10’x12’ Office
Workwall with stand-alone desk
+ 60” L-shelf overhead (2)
+ 60” open low credenza
+ 60” low credenza with sliding glass door and standard grommet pull
+ 18”-wide cabinet with internal file-file/shelf configuration
+ 60” task panel with tackable fabric over veneer option (2)
+ 84”x30” table with 1-1/2” top, open frame legs with optional inserts and partial modesty
+ Generation by Knoll task chair and Tubular Bmo side chair

10’x12’ Office
Compact C-shaped Workstation
+ 90” progressive overhead with sliding glass door, standard grommet pull and open ends
+ Legal width file-file pedestal with tab pulls
+ Legal width box-box-file pedestal with tab pulls
+ 90”x24” credenza top and L-base support
+ 72” open low credenza
+ 72”x30” height-adjustable peninsula with progressive leg surround and partial modesty
+ Generation by Knoll task chair and Moment side chair

10’x12’ Office
Workwall with freestanding table and return credenza
+ 96” wide double high letter depth open overhead with center gables (2)
+ 36” cabinet with hinged doors/file drawers
+ 96”x20” credenza top and stiffener with L-base and file-file lateral and removable modesty panel
+ 84”x20” top with box-box-file pedestal and file-file lateral
+ 48” task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts (2)
+ 36” soft square table
+ Life task chair and Flat Bar Bmo side chairs

10’x12’ Office
Workwall with 3/4-height storage and peninsula worksurface
+ 90” single high letter depth overhead with cubby (3)
+ 36” wide 3/4-height box-file lateral (2), 36” wide 3/4-height equipment cabinet, 36” 3/4 access bookcase
+ 72”x24” credenza top with cable access
+ 72”x24” credenza top, regular
+ 84”x30” peninsula, open frame leg and power center grommet
+ 48” task panel with tool rail between upper marker board and tackable fabric insert
+ Life task chair and Remix side chair
Planning with Reff Profiles™

IDEAS FOR A STANDARD OFFICE

12’x12’ Office
Workwall with peninsula and credenza worksurfaces
+ 96” single high letter depth overhead with hinged glass doors and cubbies
+ 30” 3/4-height box-file lateral (2), 36” wide 3/4-height equipment cabinet with bar pulls
+ 90”x20” credenza top
+ 36” file-file lateral
+ 36”x24” top
+ 96”x24” credenza top, simple standoff, worksurface stiffener and top-to-cabinet bracket
+ 60”x30” peninsula top with Reverse L-legs
+ 48” task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts (2)
+ 36” task panel with tool rail between upper marker board and tackable fabric insert

12’x12’ Office
C-shaped workstation
+ 36” double high letter depth overheads (2), 36” open overhead with center gable
+ 36” hinged door/file-file cabinet
+ Legal width box-box-file pedestal
+ 108”x24” credenza top with L-base support and top stiffener
+ 42”x20” bridge top
+ 84”x36” Classic height-adjustable desk
+ 54” task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts (2)
+ Life task chair and SM side chairs

12’x15’ Office
Workwall with height-adjustable peninsula
+ 36” double high letter depth overheads, glass hinged doors, exposed cubbies (3)
+ 36” wardrobe/bookcase combo cabinet
+ 72” high Legal width wardrobe cabinet
+ 36” 3/4-height box-file lateral (2), 36” 3/4-height equipment cabinet, 108”x24”x1” thick credenza top
+ 84”x30” Classic height adjustable peninsula
+ 54” task panel with tackable fabric inserts and tool rail (2)

12’x15’ Office
Workwall with Classic height-adjustable desk
+ 36” asymmetrical desktop tower, letter depth with glass shelves and touch latch
+ 96” double high letter depth overhead with hinged doors and exposed cubby
+ 36” single 72”-high cabinet with hinged doors above file-file drawers
+ 36” file-file lateral
+ Legal width pedestal with box-box-file drawers
+ Legal width pedestal with file-file drawers
+ 36”x24”x1-1/2” top
+ 36”x24”x1-1/2” credenza top and stiffener
+ Removable modesty panel
+ 96” task panel with cable curtain, tool rail and tackable fabric inserts
+ 84”x30” Classic height-adjustable desk
+ Remix high back task chair and Tubular Brno side chairs
Planning with Reff Profiles™

**IDEAS FOR A MULTI-USE AND SHARED OFFICES**

**8’x8’ Office**
- Touch-down workwall
  - 60” L-shelf overhead (2)
  - 90” progressive overhead with sliding glass doors
  - 36”x54” height-adjustable sliding table

**10’x12’ Office**
- Two-person workwall with peninsula desk
  - 72” L-shelf overhead (2)
  - 36” file-file lateral (2)
  - 72”x20” credenza top (2)
  - L-base support (2)
  - 60”x24” top with Tone height-adjustable C-leg base (2)
  - 48” desk screen
  - Mobile pedestal (2)
  - Life task chairs

**10’x12’ Office**
- Two-person workwall with dual peninsula desks
  - Single high, letter depth overheads with hinged doors and exposed cubby (2)
  - 36” 3/4-height equipment cabinet (2), 36” 3/4-height box-file lateral (2) and 72”x24”x1” thick credenza top (2)
  - 78”x30” Classic height-adjustable peninsulas
  - 72” task panel with tool rail and fabric inserts (2), 14” pencil shelf accessory (2)
  - Generation by Knoll task chairs

**12’x15’ Office**
- Touch-down workwall with freestanding table desk
  - 90” L-shelf overheads (2)
  - 72” open low credenza (2)
  - 90” fabric tackboard
  - 54” task panel with tool rail between upper markerboard insert and lower fabric insert
  - 54”x36” soft rectangular table